The structure of complex networks in previous research has been widely described as scale-free networks generated by the preferential attachment model. However, the preferential attachment model does not take into account the detailed topological property observed in real networks. Here we propose the models of scale-free networks which can reproduce the topological assortativity of real networks. With an identical degree distribution and network size, we study the structural robustness and fragility as well as the dynamic change of load intensity when nodes are successively removed under random and various intentional attack strategies. We find that disassortative networks are structurally robust against random attacks and highly load-tolerant, while assortative networks are most resistant to intentional attacks yet significantly fragile against random attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many complex systems such as the Internet, electric circuits, and biological cells can retain their functions despite strong perturbations. The robustness of these systems is often attributed to underlying heterogeneous network structure: only a few nodes called hubs have a large number of edges, but the majority of nodes have a few edges. Those structures are called scale-free networks, where the degree distribution P (k), the probability a node has k edges, decays as a power-law P (k) ∝ k −γ [1, 2] .
The existing studies of network robustness mainly focus on preservation of connectivity against successive attacks of node removal. Callaway et al. [3] and Cohen et al. [4, 5] have analytically calculated the critical thresholds at which networks break apart under both random and intentional attacks based on percolation theory. However, their methods are applicable when cycles, closed paths with no other repeated nodes than the starting and ending nodes, can be ignored. Most of the real networks are highly clustered and contain many cycles; therefore, their critical thresholds have usually been derived by computational simulations [6, 7, 8] . The current consensus on the connectivity robustness in complex networks is that, as compared to random networks, scale-free networks are robust against random failures, yet fragile against intentional attacks on hubs [9, 10] . It has been also reported that the attack strategy based on betweenness centrality much harms network connectivity [11] . These results are obtained with scale-free networks created through the preferential attachment rule [12] , but their inner structures do not reflect degree-degree correlations observed in real networks [13] . As shown in our recent paper [14] , the traffic efficiency on scale-free networks significantly varies depending on their degreedegree correlations. Here we are interested in the effect of inner structures on connectivity robustness in scale-free networks.
Our interest also lies in the dynamic change of load intensity caused by traffic flows on scale-free networks. To maintain the stability against heavy load attributed to node removal, network structures should be highly loadtolerant. Although it is known that the excess load tends to cause the lethal avalanches of node breakdowns [15, 16] and traffic congestion [17, 18, 19] , little attention has been paid to the effect of inner structures on load intensity when networks are successively attacked. We thus consider the load tolerance in addition to connectivity robustness to evaluate the reliability of networks.
In this article, we introduce the models of scale-free networks which take into account the topological assortativity of real networks. With an identical degree distribution and network size, we investigate the connectivity robustness as well as the load tolerance when nodes are successively removed under random and various intentional attack strategies. From these analyses, we study the relationship between inner structures and robustness in scale-free networks.
II. METHODS

A. Network models
We introduce four models of scale-free network which generate different topological characteristics. First we construct a scale-free network with the preferential attachment (PA) rule [12] , which is a basic growth algorithm to produce a network with a power-law degree distribution: starting with a small complete graph, each new node with m edges is added and connected to different old nodes with probabilities proportional to their degrees. To analyze the percolation properties of realistic networks, the minimum degree k min (= m) is two since we cannot make cycle structures in the case of m < 2. In addition, we employ the uncorrelated null (UN) model [20] which generates a network by rewiring all edges randomly using the PA network. Both of the PA and UN networks have non-assortative structures. While the PA networks contain age correlations because of growing scheme of network construction, the UN model can destroy all the hidden correlations in the PA network.
We propose two other models which create scale-free networks reproducing the inner structures of real networks. Our models change only assortative level of the network with fixing the degree distribution P (k) of the PA model. One of the models generates disassortative networks where high-degree nodes preferably connect to low-degree nodes (HL). The other model generates the network with assortative topology where highdegree nodes preferably connect to other high-degree nodes (HH). First, based on the degree distribution P (k), all nodes are labeled and arranged in a queue as v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v N in descending order of their degrees. The HL network is produced by the algorithm iterating the following procedures: selecting node v i with the highest degree k i from the head of the queue, linking edges between v i and k i nodes picked up randomly from the queue (v i+1 , · · · , v N ), and removing nodes fully connected from the queue. Similarly, the HH network is produced by the algorism of the HL model with replacing the second procedure: linking edges between v i and k i nodes picked up randomly from the queue depending on their weights w i+1 , · · · , w N (w j = k n j , n > 1). In this study, we set n = 3 so that the absolute values of assortativity of both the HL and HH networks become nearly equivalent (see Table I ). The topology produced by the HL model is seen in biological networks and the Internet [13, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] , whereas the topology produced by the HH model is seen in social networks [13, 21, 26] .
For reference, we also construct the random network based on the Erdős-Rényi (ER) model [2, 27] whose minimum degree is also two. All the networks in this study have 1000 nodes and 2000 edges. In case a slight topological difference may change the results of analysis, the results shown in this paper are averaged by 1000 trials.
Although these four types of scale-free networks have the identical degree distribution, their topological properties are quite different. Fig.1 shows the local connectivity of the node with the highest degree generated by each network model. In the HL network, the nodes adjacent to hubs have low degree. This means that there are few direct edges between hubs. In contrast, the hub in the HH network connects to other high-degree nodes. Both of the PA and UN networks display the intermediate characteristics between the HL and HH networks.
B. Topological indices
We quantitatively evaluate the structural properties of those networks with some topological indices. The degree-degree correlation expresses the topological tendency between the degree of a node and that of the nearest neighbors, and it is evaluated with assortativity coefficient [13, 21] expressed as
where j i and k i are the degree of the nodes at the end of the ith edge, and M is the number of edges. The assortativity r ranges between −1 ≤ r ≤ 1 depending on the assortative level of the network.
The average path length L of a network is given by
where L ij is the shortest path length between node v i and node v j , and N is the number of nodes. The clustering characteristic of node v i is evaluated by the clustering coefficient C i expressed as
where k i is the degree of node v i and E i is the number of edges that exist between these k i nodes. The average clustering coefficient of the network is given by
The betweenness centrality B i of node v i is given by
where σ st is the total number of the shortest paths from node v s to node v t and σ i st is the number of the shortest paths from v s to v t passing through node v i . Nodes of high betweenness centrality have a key role to shorten the length of many paths between nodes in the network [28, 29] , and tend to have high load intensity [14, 30] . The average betweenness centrality of the network is given by
The distribution of betweenness centrality is an important factor to estimate the efficiency of traffic load on the network [14, 17] , and we thus evaluate the betweenness deviation expressed as
The low betweenness deviation means that load on the network is efficiently distributed, whereas the high betweenness deviation means that load is concentrated in a part of the network. As shown in Table I , the HL model shows disassortativity; that is, there are many edges between a hub and a low-degree node. This disassortative characteristic of the HL network slightly lengthens average path length and lessens clustering characteristics compared to the PA network. Furthermore, the betweenness deviation of the HL network is significantly smaller than that of the PA network. This means that the load on the HL network is efficiently distributed. Although the HH network has the same power-law degree distribution, it shows high assortativity and has the long average path length. In addition, the average betweenness centrality of the HH network is quite high. This indicates that there are many bottlenecks in the HH network in the initial state. In the PA and UN networks, r is nearly zero, indicating non-assortativity; that is, their structures have no degree-degree correlation. However, the characteristics of L, B, and δ B in the UN network are largely different from those in the PA network. These differences indicate that age correlation affects the topological characteristics of network.
C. Attack strategies
The robustness of networks has been previously analyzed under the strategies of node attack at random or in order of node's degree [9] . In addition to the degreebased attack, the betweenness-based attack also belongs to an intentional harmful strategy. The order of these intentional attacks can be determined with the initial distributions of degree or betweenness centrality. However, as nodes are removed from the network, these distributions change accordingly. The order of nodes determined by their initial degrees or betweenness centralities does not usually coincide with the recalculated order after the removal of nodes.
Given the variety of attack orders, the intentional strategies are classified depending on whether they are based on degree or betweenness centrality and whether the order of node attack is determined statically or dynamically [11] . The static degree-based attack (SDA) is the strategy that the target nodes are selected one by one in descending order of their initial degrees. The dynamic degree-based attack (DDA) is the strategy that the target nodes are dynamically selected by searching a node with the highest degree at every removal step. In the same way, we can also define the static betweennessbased attack (SBA) and the dynamic betweenness-based attack (DBA) which target the node with the highest betweenness centrality. In addition to these strategies, we adopt the random attack (RA) that the target nodes are selected randomly. When a node is removed from networks, all edges connecting the node are also removed.
III. RESULTS
A. Connectivity robustness
To determine the critical threshold f c at which a network is disrupted, we monitor the relative size S and the average path length L of the largest connected component in function of the fraction f of node removal, as shown in Fig 2 and Fig 3. The fraction of node removal represents f = m/N , where m is the number of removed nodes and N is the number of nodes in the initial connected network. S represents the fraction of nodes contained in the largest connected component out of the N nodes. As nodes are removed, S decreases from S = 1, and gradually the network breaks into isolated clusters. At S = 0 the network completely breaks apart. Meanwhile, as nodes are removed, L increases and peaks just before the network is disrupted. After the network breaks into isolated clusters, L decreases rapidly because the size of the largest connected component decreases drastically. In this study, the critical threshold f c is determined by the fraction of removed nodes from the network when L is maximum, instead of using the point S = 0, since small isolated clusters do not work as a system anymore. Table II shows the critical threshold f c under all the attack strategies. Large f c indicates that the network is robust in terms of connectivity. For all the network models, the order of harmful attack strategy is RA < SBA < SDA < DDA < DBA (RA < SBA means that SBA is more harmful than RA). The order of robust network model is different whether the type of attack strategy is random or intentional. Under the RA strategy, the order of robust network is HH < ER < UN < PA < HL (HH < ER means that ER is more robust than HH), but under the four intentional strategies, it changes into PA < UN < HL < HH < ER. From our numerical results, we find that the HL network we proposed is structurally more robust than the PA and UN networks under all the attack strategies. It is surprising that the HH network is much more fragile than the ER network against random attacks although it is more robust than the HL network against intentional attacks.
Under the RA strategy, all the network models display the high robustness compared with the intentional attack strategies. The critical threshold of the HL network is the highest, and that of the HH network is quite low against random attacks. The network in which hubs are kept away from each other can further increase the robustness against random attacks, whereas dense interconnections between hubs make the network fragile.
Comparing the two static intentional attack strategies, the SDA is more harmful than the SBA for all the network models. Since the betweenness centrality depends on the global network structure, the distribution of betweenness centrality varies substantially as nodes are removed from the network. Thus, the initial value of betweenness centrality does not appropriately reflect the importance of node after several nodes are removed from the network.
The dynamic intentional attack strategies are more harmful than the static ones. A large number of edges are removed faster under the DDA strategy, while the largest connected component is broken into isolated clusters faster under the DBA strategy. As shown in Table  II , the most lethal attack strategy is the DBA. This result indicates that detecting the key nodes which connect many clusters is the most effective way for network disruption.
B. Load tolerance
To analyze the dynamic change of the amount of load and its distribution, we also monitor the average node betweenness centrality B and the betweenness deviation δ B of the largest connected component, as shown in Fig  4 and Fig 5 . Table III shows the fraction f B of node removal when the average betweenness centrality is maximum. The maximum values B max and betweenness deviation δ B f B at f B are shown in Table IV and Table V respectively.
Under the RA strategy, B for all the networks decreases monotonically as nodes are removed. δ B for all the scale-free networks also decreases, while δ B for the ER network keeps constant. Thus B max and δ B f B under the RA strategy are approximately the same as the values in the initial state. This indicates that when random failures occur, the amount of load on networks and the degree of heterogeneity of load distribution do not increase.
Under the intentional attack strategies, B for the UN, HH, and PA networks increases rapidly as f increases, and peaks at f B before the critical threshold f c . These results indicate that the breakdowns of nodes make the amount of load heavier when these networks are intentionally attacked. After these networks break into isolated clusters, the average betweenness centrality B decreases rapidly as well as the average path length L. Betweenness deviation δ B once drops by removal of a few nodes. As nodes are removed, δ B increases again, and peaks near f B , indicating that the distribution of betweenness becomes heterogeneous by successive intentional attacks. The increase in the heterogeneity of betweenness distribution indicates that the excessive load is concentrated on a few nodes; therefore, the UN, HH, and PA networks tend to cause the load congestion against intentional attacks. For the HL network, both B and δ B do not much increase when the nodes are removed successively except under the DBA strategy. Even under the DBA strategy, the values of B and δ B for the HL network are much smaller than those of the other scale-free networks. Since the HL network can maintain the homogeneity of betweenness distribution against intentional attacks, it is a highly load-tolerant structure. Although the maximum value of δ B for the ER network is larger than that for the HL network, the ER network can maintain low value of δ B longer. This means that the distribution of betweenness centrality for the ER network is the most homogeneous. The ER network is more loadtolerant than the scale-free networks.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
In this study, we have found that the topological assortativity strongly affects the robustness of scale-free networks. Especially the HL network is more loadtolerant than the other models of scale-free networks.
The average degree of the networks used in this study is k = 2E/N = 4; therefore, the results observed here with the HL model are applicable to the disassortative real networks such as the Internet (k = 3.8) [22] and the human protein interaction networks (4.624) [23] . The common characteristic of these disassortative networks is that there exists dynamics such as traffic and interactions in the networks. In communication networks, for example, the architectures which can avoid heavy concentration of traffic load are advantageous. In biological networks, cells can robustly survive and retain their fundamental functional interactions under the perturbations by intrinsic errors and extrinsic stimulations. Even if a large number of hubs are removed, the load intensity of the HL network does not increase excessively. Our results indicate that the disassortative topology can avoid the propagation of lethal perturbations caused by removal of hubs. This advantage of load tolerance for the HL network is not observed in the scale-free networks constructed with the PA model.
The HH network displays the connectivity robustness against intentional attacks; however, the amount of load and heterogeneity of the load distribution become extremely high. Since excessive load intensity increases the possibility to cause the chain of node breakdowns, the HH network is not an appropriate structure for reliable systems. The ER network also shows the connectivity robustness under the intentional strategies. In addition, unlike the HH network, the degree of heterogeneity of the load distribution is quite low even if the important nodes are removed from the network. Although the ER network has these advantages over the scale-free networks, many real networks adopt the scale-free structures. The common disadvantage of both the HH and ER networks is the fragility of connectivity against random attacks and failures. In real networks, random attacks are the most common perturbations compared with intentional attacks; therefore, these networks improve the connectivity robustness against random attacks with acquiring the disassortative topology.
In the non-assortative scale-free networks, the connectivity robustness of the UN network is similar to that of the PA network, but the load tolerance of the UN network is higher, as shown in Table IV and Table V . This indicates that the topology with the positive age correlation attenuates the load tolerance as in the case of the degree-degree correlation.
The HL model does not display high load tolerance only against the dynamic betweenness-based attack. Because it is difficult to precisely search the node with the highest betweenness centrality without any calculations, the DBA strategy might be rarely observed in nature. The order of the dynamic betweenness-based attacks corresponds with that of the sequential node breakdowns in the case where the network cannot withstand the heavy load. The trigger of sequential node breakdowns seems to be an excessive increase of load when a network is attacked by other random or degree-based attack strate-gies. By suppressing the excessive load concentration against these attacks, the disassortative topology avoids lethal shutdown of the whole system.
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied the connectivity robustness and load tolerance in the scale-free networks with different inner structures under the random and intentional attack strategies. We have proposed the models of scale-free networks which can change the topological assortativity with fixing a degree distribution. To conclude, we find that disassortative networks are structurally robust against random attacks and highly load-tolerant while assortative networks are most resistant to intentional attacks yet significantly fragile against random attacks. The PA model has been widely used to study the basic functionalities of real networks; however, it is clear that this model is incomplete to account for the robustness of real networks. The results presented here indicate other functionalities of scale-free networks may depend on the topological assortativity. In the case of analyzing the properties of scale-free networks, their inner structures should be taken into consideration for the precise evaluation. HL, UN, HH, PA, and ER networks (1000 nodes and 2000 edges) in the initial state: the degree exponent γ, assortativity r, average shortest path length L, average node betweenness centrality B, node betweenness deviation δB, and average clustering coefficient C. These values are averaged over 1000 trials, and their standard deviations are shown in parentheses. , and (e) DBA (dynamic betweenness-based attack) strategies. Solid line represents the HL network; dashed line, the UN network; dotted line, the HH network; dash-dotted line, the PA network; and dash-double dotted line, the ER network. These lines are averaged over 1000 trials.
